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love seat
“You snooze, you
lose” goes the
saying, but with
this Ochre Snooze
Sofa you’re onto a
winner. We can’t
take our peepers
off its voluptuous
cushions, luxurious
nubuck and velvet
upholstery and
sleek frame. If we
do manage to
catch forty winks,
we’ll be dreaming
of nothing else...
£5,616 ochre.net

watch
the birdie

Metallic Magic

thehotlist

Roaring with masculine elegance,
this Elementi Copper Cabinet is
sculpturally beautiful and fabulously
functional. The bold metallic
patchwork hides seven storage spaces
that can be opened at the touch of the
finger, keeping your treasures a secret.
Price on application af-designs.co.uk
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Is it a cage? Is it a
clock? A lamp? No!
It’s the Cage Clock –
a piece of functional
art that combines
all three. We’re
cuckoo over it. £1,950
rusinurbe.com

From dinky designer
dolls to limited
edition clock lamps,
these are the hottest
interiors pieces to
snap up this winter.

heery Chums

Bring some much needed fun
to dark winter nights with these
quirky companions. Combining Abigail
Ahern’s whimsical and perfectly barking
style, the glazed earthenware lamps
crowned with pretty silk shades are
available in four designs that are sure
to appeal to your animal instincts.
£195-£300 rockettstgeorge.co.uk
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dolly
mixture
Festive fun and
parties go together
like roasties and
gravy, but you need
the right crowd.
Consider inviting
one of these trendy
chaps – they’re
cute, collectable,
fashionably
created by postwar American
designer
Alexander
Girard and,
best of all, they
won’t finish the
fizz. £74 each
thelollipopshoppe.
co.uk

Mirror, mirror on the wall, who
in the land is fairest of all? Well,
with its burst of circular coins, casually chic
pattern and hint of bling, we’d understand if
this mirror shouted “me”! Obviously it won’t. But
you’ll know it’s worth its weight in gold each
time it frames your reflection. Gold Ball Mirror
£130 grahamandgreen.co.uk

Buried
Treasure

uppy Power

If you’re pining for a
pooch but your partner
won’t stand for the woofing or
whiffing, how about settling
for these stylish little ceramic
bookends by Jonathan Adler.
The obedient, pristine white
pups will keep things in order
as man’s best friend should. £135
per set atelierabigailahern.com
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idas Touch

Making waves
Forget coffee table books,
how about injecting some
life into your table top with
this dramatic accessory?
Made of sleek glass with
fluid curves, Charlotte
Sale’s Spritz bowl is worth
splashing out on. £200
charlottesaleglass.com
WINTER 2010 HEAVER

HEAVER WINTER 2010

Fight the
winter brrr with
thoughts of exotic
adventures and
sunny climes. Just
whip off your socks
and bury your
toes into the plush
beige coziness
of this nautical
themed Treasured
Postcard Rug.
Who needs warm
sand? £199.95
anthropologie.eu
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